PROCEDURE C C H

During the 17th ACC in the United States, L. Ron Hubbard found himself confronted with certain problems regarding the “low case entrance” and decided that he once and for all had to find the common denominator that worked exclusively for all preclears—and auditors—and as result from research he once more proved extremely able in bringing into the foreground the “missing” factor.

From the tapes of that memorable Clinical Unit we now have two very important new scales in Scientology called the “Reality Scale” and the “Effect Scale” and the studying and understanding of these basics brings to mind the immediate necessity of CONTROL, which is the underlying reference of auditing today.

Procedure CCH is procedure Control, Communication and Havingness and these are handled in a gradient scale of processes, which forms the skeleton of this new procedure and runs roughly as follows:

1. Present Time Problem, solving of with process “Problems of comparable magnitude.”
2. Control in all its facets.
3. 8-C: “Keep it from going away.”
4. 8-C: “Hold it still.”
5. 8-C: “Make it a little more solid.”
6. Subjective Havingness: “Making mock-ups a little more solid.”

To be professionally able to run this series of processes—incidentally Step 2 of this Procedure has many direct processes to bring the preclear under the auditor’s Tone 40 Control—it was found that both old time and new auditors had to be run on a new indoctrination schedule, which is as follows:

1. Rudiments of Auditing.
2. 8-C.
3. High School Indoctrination.
4. Tone 40 on Object, and
5. Hi Hi Indoc—Tone 40 8-C.

The reason for this new procedure in Indoctrination is to bring the auditor to a level where he can handle any preclear and especially Procedure CCH, which is based on a thorough understanding and ability to administer Tone 40 8-C—Control.
From the above it will be seen that there are hours and hours of lectures on tapes which cannot be abbreviated into one or even several PABs, and even when these are heard and digested it would become obvious that a complete rundown of Procedure CCH and the Five Levels of Indoctrination is essential for smooth uniform results which now have become standard at the Clinics in both London and Washington, DC.

There are no more uncrackable cases in Scientology and we can reach into “depths” undreamt of a few years ago.

In order to ensure that auditors can attend to the high level their professional standard calls for, the training centres in Washington DC and London are running Weekend and Evening courses at a fantastically low cost—which covers the essential cost of running such a programme—for all auditors to attend. The 17th ACC lectures will be played, plus other tapes regarding Procedure CCH, supervised auditing etc and certificates will be stamped as such.

We have all known Ron to be good and that every lecture contains a gold mine of information, but these surpass all, especially since we have now a Procedure, which through Tone 40 Control brings the preclear to a level where he can communicate and have. This is no mean advance and I cordially invite all auditors to come and hear them.

Johann Tempelhoff

(from information supplied by L. Ron Hubbard)